Segmentation in volumetric images deals with separating 'objects' from their 'background' in a given 3D data. Usually, one starts with 'edge detectors' that give binary clues on the locations of the objects boundaries. Classical edge detectors that can be adopted from 2D are the Marr-Hildreth, and Haralick or Canny edge detectors. Next, usually one integrates these clues into meaningtid contours or surfaces that indicate the boundaries of the objects.
INTRODUCTION
Variational interpretations of the Marr-Hildreth and the Haralick-Canny like edge detectors, recently presented in [ 141, allow us to better understand and even improve the process of edge detection and integration. There, it was proposed to use the geodesic active surface model [4] mainly for regularization, and the minimal variance criterion suggested by Chan and Vese [5] for segmentation in case of noisy data. Moreover, it was observed that using alignment of the surface normal with the volumetric image gradient, which is the measure minimized in most advanced edge detectors, is very useful in cases of significant intensity changes near boundaries. This approach allows us to use variational models to address the problem of thin structure segmentation.
It was recently shown that the minimal variance functional is related to segmentation by a threshold and to the Max-Lloyd vector quantization procedure [ 131. Histogram based VQ (Vector Quantization) operations are used today as common practice in advanced medical analysis workstations. Adding the geodesic regularization and alignment for better accuracy improves the overall quality of the segmentation, and specifically help us accurately segment fine structures with sub-voxel accuracy.
Recent The most simple edge detectors try to locate points defined by local maxima of the image gradient magnitude. The Marr and Hildreth edges are a hit more sophisticated, and were defined as the zero crossing surfaces of a Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) applied to the image [IS] . The Marr-Hildreth edge detection process can be thought of as a way to locate surfaces in the image space that pass through points where the gradient magnitude is high and whose normal direction aligns with the local edge direction estimated by the image gradient, see 1141.
Section 2 introduces some mathematical notations. Section 3, formulates the idea of geometric surface evolution for segmentation, and reviews various types of variational measures (geometric functionals). These functionals describe an integral quantity defined by the surface. Our goal would be to search for a surface that minimizes these integral measures. Next, we compute the first variation of these functionals in Section 4, and comment on how to use it in a dynamic gradient descent surface evolution process.
MATHEMATICAL NOTATIONS
Define a 3D gray level image as I . Cl + IR' where 12 E ~ is the image domain. The image gradient vector field is given hy VI(z, y, z) E { I z , I,, I*}, were we used subscripts to denote the partial derivatives in this case, e.g., I, 3 a I ( z , y, z ) / a x . We search for a sur- This surface interacts with the given 3D image, for example, a surface whose normal aligns with the gradient vector field, where the alignment of the two vectors can be measured by their inner product that we denote by (5, VI). We also use subscripts to denote full derivatives, such that one surface tangent is given Define, H to be the mean curvature of the surface S, and the curvature vector H 5 . We also define R s to be the domain inside the surface S. 
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Here, we also define dn = S, x ,Sududv to be an area element, and Rs the region inside the surface aQs = S. In the optimal case, the two constants, c1 and c 2 , get the mean intensities in the interior (inside) and the exterior (outside) the surface S, respectively. The optimal surface would best separate the interior and exterior with respect to their relative average values. In the optimization process we look for the best separating surface, as well as for the optimal expected values c1 and c2. Such optimization problems are often encountered in color quantization and classification problems. In order to control the smoothness of their active contour, Chan and Vese also included,the area s J " d~ as a regularization term. Here we propose to use the more general weighted area, ssg (S(u, v ) 
GEOMETRIC INTEGRAL MEASURES FOR ACTIVE SURFACES
EGAS(S) = // g(S(u, v))da.
CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS FOR GEOMETRIC MEASURES
Given a surface integral of the general form,
E ( S ) = SJ L(S,,S,,S)dadv,

S
we compute the first variation w. The extremals of the functional E ( S ) can be identified by the Euler-Lagrange equation S E ( S ) / S S = 0. A dynamic process known as gradient descent, that takes an arbitrary surface towards a maximum of E ( S ) , is given hy the surface evolution equation ?$ = w, where we added a virtnal 'time' parameter t to our surface to allow its evolution into a family of surfaces S(u, U , t ) . Our hope is that this evolution process would take an almost arbitmy initial surface into a desired configuration, which gives a significant extremum of our functional. Here, we restrict ourselves to closed surfaces.
Lemma 1 In 2D, this term is sometimes called the weighted area [23] term, and for f constant, its resulting variation is known as the 'balloon' [8] force. If we set f = 1, the gradient descent surface evolution process is the constant flow. It generates offset surfaces via St = 6, and its efficient implementation is closely related to Euclidean distance maps [9, 6] and fast marching methods [20] .
Lemma 4 The geodesic active surface model is f o r which thefirst variation is given by
We will use this term mainly for regularization. If we set g = I, the gradient descent surface evolution result given by St = -dEcas(S)/dS is the well knowncurvature flow, St = Hii. The computation of cl and c~ can he efficiently implemented via the intensity histograms in the interior or the exterior of the surface. One approximation is the median of the pixels inside or outside the contour.
The robust minimal deviation term should be preferred when the penalty for isolated pixels with wrong affiliation is insignificant. The minimal variance measure penalizes large deviations in a quadratic fashion and would tend to over-segment such events or require large regularization that could over-smooth the desired boundaries.
We embed a closed surface in a higher dimensional 4 ( x , y , z) function, which implicitly represents the surface S as a zero set, i.e., S = {{z,y, z } : 4(z,y, z) = 0). This way, the well known Osher-Sethian [ 191 level-set method can he employed to implement the surface propagation toward its optimal location. Efficient solutions for the resulting evolution equations can use either AOS [ 16,221 or AD1 methods, coupled with a narrow baud approach [7, I] , as first introduced in [I I] for the geodesic active contour.
The following table summarizes the functiouals, the resulting first variation for each functional, and the level set formulations for these terms.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a variational geometric framework for volumetric image analysis. It is based on variational explanations of basic edge detection and threshold operators that Weighted Area ' allow us to combine these measures into a global geometric functional from which we can derive an efficient and accurate segmentation tool. At the conference we will present several examples and a medical image analysis system for 3D volumetric imaging based on the above derivations.
